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Introduction
Inspiration from biology
Swarm IntelligenceSwarm Intelligence

Ants' colonies, flocks of birds, 
termites, swarms of bees 

One application of “Swarm 
Intelligence” is “Clustering 
Problem”Problem .
Clustering: Process of grouping 
samples so that the samples are p p
similar within each group.
The groups are called clusters.
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Fish School Behavior

Agent, fish, flock-mate, individual have 
equal meaning in literatures.
Flock meaning: herd a group of birdsFlock meaning: herd, a group of birds, 
fish school
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Flocking algorithms
An example of emergent collective behavior.

No global control
Every agent has a limited visibility
The collective behavior emerges only by local interaction, 
following these three simple rules:

Separation Cohesion Alignment
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Flocking algorithms
Separation gives an agent the ability to maintain a certain distance 
from others nearbyfrom others nearby. 
Cohesion gives an agent the ability to cohere (approach and form a 
group) with other nearby agents. 
Alignment gives an agent the ability to align with other nearby 
characters.

Separation Cohesion Alignment
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Fish School Behavior

The proposed method is based on three 
observations in fish school and other 
flocks:flocks:
Existence of leaders in flocks.
Joining groups of individuals.
Group shattering.Group shattering.
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Existence of leaders in flocks

Some researchers assumed a leader's 
existence and presumed it directed the 
movement of the whole flock, and somemovement of the whole flock, and some 
others don’t agree with this idea.
Th d th d i b d thiThe proposed method is based on this 
assumption that a group of animates 
have a leader.
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Existence of leaders in flocksExistence of leaders in flocks, 
Definitions

In the proposed algorithm we considered 
two types of fishes:
Leader fishLeader fish 
Follower fish
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Existence of leaders in flocksExistence of leaders in flocks, 
Definitions

In the proposed algorithm we considered 
two types of fishes:
Leader fishLeader fish 
a fish that is not influenced by any of its 

fl k tflockmates

Follower fish
A follower fish is a fish, which is influenced 

by at least one of its flockmates.
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Leader Fish & Follower Fish,Leader Fish & Follower Fish, 
An Example

L dLeader

FollowerFollower

?Follower

Like a
Tree Structure
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Some Form of Groups
a) An example of a 'Y' 
formationformation.

b) An example of a 'Z' 
formationformation.

c) An example of a carousel 
t tstructure

id i lwe avoid using carousel groups
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Fish School Behavior

Existence of leaders in flocks.

Joining groups of individuals.
G h tt iGroup shattering.
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Joining groups of flockmates
According to Peterson’s article when a number 

of individuals are initially placed at random inof individuals are initially placed at random in 
the environment:
They quickly aggregate into several groups,They quickly aggregate into several groups, 
generally consisting of four to five individuals.
Over time these groups will themselves 

f h f d haggregate, if they are confined within a 
bounded area. 
The other individuals in the aggregationThe other individuals in the aggregation 
follow each other and the leader.
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Joining groups of flockmates

leadership changing
Over time leadership of the group will 
switch from one individual to another Aswitch from one individual to another. A 
common leadership change occurs 

h l d thwhen a group leader sees another 
group, and begins to follow one of that 
group's members, bringing the two 
groups together. 
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Fish School Behavior

Existence of leaders in flocks.
Joining groups of individuals.

G h tt iGroup shattering.
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Group shattering

Reynolds in his pioneer paper 
mentioned that real flocks sometimes 
split apart to go around an obstacle.split apart to go around an obstacle. 
Sparrows might flock around a group of 
obstacles that is in fact a herd ofobstacles that is in fact a herd of 
elephants. 
This behavior can be seen in Fish 
Schools.
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The proposed fish school clusteringThe proposed fish school clustering 
algorithm (Assumptions)

In the proposed method we assume that the 
whole flock contains several groupswhole flock contains several groups.
Each group has a leader and other members 
of the group follow himof the group follow him.
Every fish is corresponds to one data point.

h f d hFishes may form groups according to their 
similarity.

d h f h hJoining and shattering of the groups is the 
core of our algorithm. 
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The proposed fish school clusteringThe proposed fish school clustering 
algorithm (Assumptions), continue…

In the proposed method, each cluster 
considered as a cave with a predefined 
capacity,capacity,
Thus a sample’s class label is 

d t th fi h’ bcorresponds to the fish’s cave number.
Each group can goes into a cave and g p g
stay there at time t.
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The proposed fish schoolThe proposed fish school 
clustering algorithm (at a glance)

Initializing:
- Label each fish’s class randomly- Label each fish s class randomly.
- Mark each fish as a leader fish.

Repeatp
1-Each leader fish A looks at all fishes he can see and select 

the nearest fish (B) as his leader. 
2-If a leader found, A follows the leader by setting its class , y g

label and his followers’ class labels to this new leader’s class 
label. Mark A as a follower (Group Joining).

3-If the new class (cave) has not enough capacity, the group 
ill b lit (G Sh tt i )will be split. (Group Shattering).

Until the labels remain unchanged in two consecutive 
iterations or reaching to maximum Iteration.
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Group Joining

Suppose that we have two fishSuppose that we have two fish 
group. One group of ‘white’  
class and another group of 
‘red’ class.red  class. 

Leader fish A of red group see 
and selects the nearest fish B  
as his leaderas his leader.

After Joining two groups, all of 
the fishes in ‘red’ group, change  g p, g
their classes and become 
members of ‘white’ class.
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Checking cave capacity

When a leader fish leaves its current 
cave and enters to a new cave, all of 
his followers follow him and go into thehis followers follow him and go into the 
same cave , unless the cave reaches to 
its maximum capacityits maximum capacity.
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The Proposed Method, continue…

What happens if the cave has not 
enough capacity, when a leader tries to 
enter it?enter it?
The leader and a few of its followers –

h ibl t t thas much as possible – enter to the cave 
and the remaining fishes, stay on the 
previous cave.
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Group Shattering

Now, suppose that the , pp
‘white’ class only have 3
extra capacity.
‘A’ and two of his‘A’ and two of his 
followers join to ‘white’ 
class.

Group shattering occur. 
Other 4 red fishes, remain 
‘red’. ‘C’ and ‘D’ become new 
leaders.
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Sight

We used the term “he can see” in the 
algorithm. From this phrase we intend a 
criteria, which we restrict our self with acriteria, which we restrict our self with a 
smaller domain in searching the 
neighborhoods of a fishneighborhoods of a fish. 
In our implementation we considered it 
as the half of the mean value of the 
similarities between each pair of fishes.
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//Fish School Clustering algorithm
Initializing:

maxClustSize: maximum allowed cluster size- maxClustSize: maximum allowed cluster size 
- Label each fish’s class randomly.
- Mark each fish as a leader fish.

Repeat
1-Each leader fish A looks at all fishes he can see and select the 

nearest fish (B) as his leader He can only make another fishnearest fish (B) as his leader. He can only make another fish 
his leader, if B does not already followed A, directly or 
indirectly (for preventing carousel structure).

2 If l d f d A f ll th l d b tti it l l b l2-If a leader found, A follows the leader by setting its class label 
and his followers’ class labels to this new leader’s class label, in 
a breadth first search manner. Mark A as a follower.

3 f h f ll ’ l l b l h k d h h3-Before changing a follower’s class label, it is checked whether 
the size of the new class exceeds maxClustSize or not. If it 
exceeds, the labels of the remaining followers of A, will remain 

h d d th h di fi h k l dunchanged, and the headings fishes mark as leaders 
(shattering).

4-The fish remembers who his leader is.
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iterations or reaching to maximum Iteration.



Application of the proposed methodApplication of the proposed method 
to Student Sectioning Problem

Student Sectioning Problem (SSP) is a 
particular problem related to timetablingparticular problem related to timetabling 
problems. 
The course timetabling problem involves theThe course timetabling problem involves the 
assignment of weekly lectures to time periods 
and lecture room in such a way that a set of 
constraints satisfyconstraints satisfy. 
SSP is due to courses, which involve a large 
number of students For some reasonsnumber of students. For some reasons 
splitting these students to a few smaller 
sections is desirable 
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Student Sectioning Problem definition

The aim of the Student Sectioning Problem is 
to allocate students of a course to smallerto allocate students of a course to smaller 
sections for satisfying the following criteria:

Student course selections must be respectedStudent course selections must be respected.
Section enrollments should be balanced, i.e. all 
sections of the same course should have roughlysections of the same course should have roughly 
the same number of students;
Section capacities and policies of institute should 

t b d dnot be exceeded.
Student schedules in each section would be the 
same as each other (as much as possible)
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Applying the proposed pp y g p p
clustering algorithm to SSP

In fact students in our universities have behaviors 
like our artificial fisheslike our artificial fishes.
It is usual in our universities that a group of students 
(perhaps friends) have had same course schedules; (p p ) ;
and often the members of each group are influenced 
by a specified person.
We suppose that each student is a fish in ourWe suppose that each student is a fish in our 
algorithm. 
We need a metric for measuring similarity of twoWe need a metric for measuring similarity of two 
students. The total number of common courses of 
two students is defined as their similarity measure.
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Comparison of the proposed Fish School 
clustering with some other clustering methods. 

Clustering Performance Comparison
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Initialization 
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